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What is easescreen 

HISTORY 
easescreen was created as a partnership between the Firms FeldTech GmbH 
(Development/Support) and Pichler Medientechnik e.U. (Sales/Marketing) in the early 
2000s, to transfer content to computers via the network and to automatically display 
content according to a time schedule. 

DEVELOPMENT 
The development takes place at FeldTech. Predominantly the object-oriented 
programming language Delphi is used, which makes it possible to dissect, optimize or 
debug any functions down to the assembler code. If necessary, other programming 
languages (C ++, C #, Java) are also used to create libraries. 

All Windows applications are 32-bit programs, which gives a maximum access to 4 GB of 
RAM, also consider the Windows system libraries that are "visible" in every process. For 
this reason, a memory limit of 2.4 GB already achieves a "soft" limit. Experience has 
shown that it is still sufficient for events with several hundreds of elements and also for 
4K content (and higher). 

These Windows applications also provide via the used Installer – Inno Setup – a silent 
installation. Services can also be installed as an Administrator via the command line with 
the Parameter /install or /uninstall. 

With the development, the following fundamentals of the Trustworthy Computing 
Security Development Lifecycle (short SDL) are taken into account: 

• Secure by design – Security issues are already taken into consideration in the 
planning phase. 
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• Secure in deployment – The documentation and all included tools enable a 
secure implementation of the system. 

• Communications (software) – Vulnerabilities are communicated openly and 
closed as quickly as possible through patches or workarounds. 

 

• Privacy by design – Data protection concerns are taken into account right from 
the planning phase. 

• Privacy in deployment – The documentation and all the tools provided make it 
possible for the user to implement privacy policies. 

Development steps are clearly documented (larger also publicly via the changelog) and 
secured by using an SVN system. 

All applications go through several test stages before publication (official release, +/- every 
six months): 

• Internal tests of the changes respectively, testing for overall compatibility. 

• Alpha tests – Use in a Productively Used Test Network (Internal Communication – 
Showroom). 

• Beta tests – Distribution to selected customers (for example Universities) and 
Partners (Distributors). 

• Publication via the self service portal (https://license.easescreen.com – for all 
customers with Software Assurance). 

Our products have already been extensively reviewed by external security analysts (e.g. 
Context Information Security). 

Our software is protected against Manipulation and theft by means of obfuscation, 
compression and digital signatures. 

FOCUS 
The main focus of the products lies in the highest possible flexibility and connection of as 
many standard interfaces as possible. The goal behind this is to bring the highest possible 
degree of automation to the content service, which in turn leads to less pressure on the 
editors and in turn to more dynamic, attractive content. 

Product Types 

POV-CLIENT 
The POV-Client or also called the Point of Visualization Client, is the most important 
component in every easescreen Digital Signage System, because it is the software 
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responsible for the visualisation of the content onto the display device. Often the entire 
presentation computer is referred to as a (POV-) Client. 

Additional tasks for this application are the control of the display device and to log 
information about the system as well as its own displayed contents. 

HTML5-CLIENT 
This is a single-page web application that, like the POV client, serves to visualize the 
content, but does not require a Windows PC with a local POV client software installation, 
but uses the HTML5 capabilities of modern browsers to display multimedia content. Thus, 
(regardless of the hardware and the software and in particular the operating system) any 
display device can be used, as long it displays an HTML5 browser as desired. 

EASESCREEN BRIGHTSIGN SERVER 
BrightSign players are probably the most common digital signage players after regular 
computers. For this reason, easescreen's easescreen Brightsign Server provides software 
that integrates with the easescreen ecosystem and then provides the data, both content 
and configurations, to the BrightSign Player. 

SCREEN-MANAGER 
This is the central user interface for the Digital Signage System. With this application the 
content is created, scheduled, distributed, monitored as well as controlled (user rights). 
This desktop software for Windows Operating Systems is free of charge and can be used 
as often as desired. 

CONFIGURATION-MANAGER 
We provide a separate user interface to cover the special configuration requirements of 
the Management-Server. This can also be used from the MMS side for tasks like Client 
maintenance (Updates, Reboots,…). 

MANAGEMENT SERVER (MMS) 
The Management Server or also called MMS service, serves to provide optional 
centralization of the usually (geographically) spread Digital Signage Systems. Network- 
and business-structures can be displayed clearly through the centralization, respectively 
simplifies the maintenance of the entire system by providing collected logs, backups and 
user-management. 

WEB INTERFACE 
This interface makes it possible to perform simple content design and distribution 
operations in the browser. This simplification or additional extended rights management 
also enables non-savvy users to get involved in the system. 
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ESIGN 
Additional to the classic Digital Signage, we offer with eSign a resource management 
specialized solution that uses passive routing and real-time information to optimize the 
utilization of resources and ensures the optimal steering of people. 

The eSign server normally gets its information from several other data-carrying systems 
(e.g. MS Exchange). Alternatively, the data can also be entered using a separate web 
interface. 

ANDROID 
The eSign Android Client can visualize resources connected to the eSign Server and 
provides protection against misuse of the Android System. 

EINK 
Through a middleware service, third-party digital signage systems (imagotag) can be 
provisioned directly with supported images via the resource planning. 

ESIGN-TOUCH 
This hardware displays with its Firmware, an on the eSign Server defined doorsign. 

WINCE-SIGN 
Doorsign application for Windows CE 

License structure 
Basically, the following products are affected by licensing: 

• easescreen POV-Client 

• easescreen BrightSign Server 

• easescreen Management Server 

• easescreen Web Interface 

• eSign Server 

The necessary license determines (in each case) which of the integrated functions can be 
used. For example, depending on the license the POV-Client can display different formats 
or the MMS can only serve a certain maximum number of POV-Clients. 

These licenses are tied to the particular hardware for which they have been issued. To 
create this binding, the identification of the hardware for the respective software license 
key is transmitted to our license server, where the license server selects feature-sets 
based on the entered product key and delivers this back in a specific encoded license file 
for the respective hardware. This process is automatically done online via the 
license_requester but has to be done manually for easescreen server products. 
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Beside the classic license file, there is also a USB license dongle which carries its bound 
feature set. 

Licenses can be limited to a certain feature set, as well as to a limited period of time. 

Structure/Ecosystem 
 

The easescreen products are designed to be compatible with each other and to provide as 
many freely usable interfaces to other systems as possible in order to provide the highest 
possible degree of automation. 

Such an ecosystem exists of: 

• (at least one) easescreen Screen-Manager, with which the schedule and the 
content of the presentations are created and transmitted to the POV-PCs (Point 
of Visualization PCs), 

• (at least one) easescreen POV-Client(s) in one of the world wide distributed 
presentation locations, 

• or/and (at least one or more) BrightSign-Server including BrightSign-Player(s), 

• or/and (at least one or more) HTML5-Clients including web browser, of which 
their schedule (also) can be edited with the Screen-Manager, 
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• Eventually one or more easescreen Management-Server(s) (including the 
Configuration Manager), a management component for users with many clients 
and/or high data throughputs with regard to presentation content, 

• (possibly a) Web Server, which allows the editing of POVs via easescreen web 
interfaces, which is a web-based access to allow editing sub-layers already 
created in easescreen; 

• (possibly one or more) easescreen eSign server(s), a component for the 
management of digital doorsigns (for example on seminar rooms) and overview 
boards. Additionally the eSign server can be extended to a eInk server, to allow 
the management of eInk displays. 

easescreen as Digital Signage Solution 

STRUCTURE 
POV-Client 
The POV-Client is a Windows 32-Bit program, which consists of 3 sub applications: 

• POVUpdater.exe 

• POVWatchdog.exe 

• POVClient.exe 

These applications each have separated tasks. All application can only operate with the 
rights of the executing user and are therefore under certain circumstances limited to OS 
configuration – still counts in particular for the POV-Updater. 

Settings are configured and saved in (.ini) configuration files. These files are not device 
specific. When needed, these can be rolled out via internal distribution mechanics (POV-
Updater). 

Received content exists of date/time and design data (Schedules), which are stored in the 
PLAN folder (set in the povclient.ini) and the media files are stored into defined 
Mediapools (set in the mediapools.ini). 

A special feature is the possibility to manage several calendars (sublayers) on a POV client 
and to mix them both in terms of time and layout. These calendars also form the basis for 
the authorization system. 

Schedules are saved and used with the following structure and filenames: 

x_y_z.fpd 

• x – ID of the in the screens.ini defined channel (number of [Screen] section) 

• y – ID of the layer (calendar) in the screens.ini 
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• z – ID for which day this schedule is to be applied (priority is Date, Weekday, 
Default) 

◦ 0 = Every day 

◦ 1 – 7 is Monday till Sunday 

◦ 43xxx = Day after 31.12.1899 

Media data can be exchanged not only via screen manager but also via FTP or HOT folder. 

The content on the Client is not locally signed or hashed. This offers the advantage, that 
these files can also be modified by third party software, at any time (except when they 
are currently being used); which is what makes easescreen a very flexible system in terms 
of automation and the use of third-party software. 

POV-Updater 
This application is added to the autostart of the operating system and has the sole 
function – to check the in the povclient.ini defined UPDATER folder for certain files, to for 
example execute the following actions: 

• Install .ttf or .otf Font files. 

• Execute EXE-files, which name start with runonce. 

• product_key.txt files are being used to automatically call a respective license for 
the stored product key. 

• When a license_update.ini is found, it will be used to automatically extract the 
license from this file and take it into use. 

• Any .zip file will directly be extracted into the FeldTech folder. 

• Files will directly be copied into the FeldTech folder. 

The POV-Watchdog is started after these operations. 

POV-Watchdog 
The Watchdog monitors/controls the configured display output and POVClient.exe 
process. When the POV-Client process does not react for a defined interval, the 
Watchdog will save the last 10 Debug-Reports of the POV-Client, then deactivate the 
output and restart the computer. 

POV-Client 
This application includes all network and application interfaces and content 
processing/display. 

Required is a Windows Operating System. Administrator rights are required during the 
installation. In everyday use, however, not (any more).  Of course, the resources provided 
by the computer have to do justice to the multimedia contents to be played/displayed. 
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The minimum requirements for the graphics card is DirectX 9 (or higher) capability and 
Pixel-Shared 2.0. The user, under which the POV-Client-Software runs, must have read- 
and write rights to the installation folder (default C:\FeldTech). Furthermore it is necessary 
that the user signs in automatically after a reboot. 

The following standard network interfaces are active but freely configurable or 
deactivatable: 

• TCP 20000 incoming – ETP – easescreen Transport Protocol for transfer. 

• TCP 80 incoming – HTTP – HTTP-Server for the provisioning of the LOG 
information. 

• TCP 21 incoming – FTP – FTP Server for the provisioning of LOG information and 
the replacement of media files without UI. 

The rendering (process of computing the displayed content) happens DirectX with the 
use of Direct3D and the computing of Videos is done via DirectShow. All necessary 
DirectX features are available since DirectX 9.0c. By using and configuring the DirectShow 
filters, it is possible to display videos with hardware acceleration, allowing the POV client 
to run on any currently available hardware that has a Windows x86 system as OS, if 
configured accordingly. 

The root directory of the Web Server lies under “WEB” and offers with “Files” a not-
authenticated, nor a “secured” authenticated access. 

The integrated user management, based on the encrypted users.bin-files equally applies 
for all services and protocols. 

During standard operation, the user can interact with the content during the active 
rendering, however not with other areas or third party applications. To offer maintenance 
options under these circumstances (for example, so that the technician on site can quit 
the application easily), keyboard shortcuts have been provided. These shortcuts always 
start with either CTRL ALT or CTRL SHIFT: 

• c – Read out the CD-Archive, or connect to configured PULL-Host. 

• i – Information display. 

• m – Activate the mouse cursor. 

• o – Display device on/off. 

• p – Pause (minimize) POV-Client. 

• q – Quit POV-Client. 

• s – Configure ScreenSetup. This command allows further options to configure 
individual areas with function- and numpad keys. These key combinations can be 
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extended by an additional AttentionShortcut to allow an additional freely 
configurable key combination, to ensure optimal security. 

 

Configuration files 
• hardware.ini  = defines settings for the interfaces, the output device(s) and 

viewer settings ( → Webviewer, Windows Rendering Engine EVR). 

•  license.ini = License, determines which features are available. 

•  mediapools.ini = Settings (name, path, …) of the Mediapools. 

•  povclient.ini  = Player settings (z. B. automatic reboot). 

•  povclient_id.ini = For unique identification of the Player. 

•  screens.ini = Display settings (resolution, output rectangle, Bright-Sign…) and 
definition of the Sub-Layers. 

HTML5-Client 
This consists of an ETP communication interface via which the data exchange with the UI 
or server is handled; the web server, which provides the data for the requesting browser 
and the delivered single-page web applications. 

The HTML5-Client service basically uses the same default network interfaces as the POV-
Client and offers additionally the possibility of executing the HTTP Server with HTTPS 
certificates. Also the management of the configuration- as well as the content files match 
the POV-Client. 

The screens.ini allows the creation of any “content channel”, of which each have their own 
URL. When a browser calls the respective URL, a Single-page is returned and a 
corresponding cookie for the channel is set. Based on the cookie, the browser will 
automatically be forwarded to the last shown channel, when calling the base URL 

The web applications contain similar intelligence for the execution of animations, 
rendering of videos, mix of content components and logging. All content data (media and 
schedule) are kept directly as files in the respective browser cache in order to bridge a 
power failure. In a default installation, the web application checks for new content every 
0.2 minutes. 

Errors are logged into a Bugreport.txt respectively in the Windows Event Viewer and 
additionally are visible in the Screen-Manager. The HTML5-Client does not have a 
watchdog or other automatic problem solving measures. 

The root directory of the web server is found under “WEB” and offers both an 
unauthenticated file and an authenticated section with "Files". In addition to the normal 
folders, there is also the directory of web applications called "pov". 
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It is possible to host the web application and the content files from a different web server. 

 

BrightSign Server 
The easescreen Bright-Sign-Server is used for the heterogeneous integration of 
playback devices from the manufacturer Bright-Sign. in easescreen digital signage 
networks. The easescreen Bright-Sign-Server is the interface to Bright-Sign-
Players and ensures that they can be operated via Screen-Manager in the same 
way as easescreen POV-Clients. Thus, all easescreen events are built the same 
way – so nothing changes for the editor when plans have to be made for a 
different player type – this of course also applies to the different (set up) sub-
layers ("sub-calendars"). Of course, only those features and multimedia formats 
supported by this player hardware can run on Bright Sign players. The network 
connection of easescreen BrightSign-Server works the same as that of a PUSH-
POV-Client and can be immediately "recorded" at any time. The redistribution to 
the BrigthSign clients, however, does not happen ad hoc, as they connect only at 
certain (freely selectable) distances to the server (PULL technology) to pick up 
their "new content and schedules. 

The requirements for the operation of an easescreen BrightSign-Server, this is a 
service that is started via services.msc, are a Windows operating system on a 
computer with permanent network connection to the necessary components (I.e. 
the BrightSign players and screen managers), Furthermore, the easescreen 
BrightSign server must be licensed (fee-based). This license specifies the 
maximum number of BrightSign player devices that can connect to this 
easescreen BrightSign server. The players can be connected via DHCP. For the 
web interface maintenance portal of the BSS (similar to that of the POV clients) 
the HTTP standard port 80 should be available. If necessary, of course, another 
port can be set / selected. 

Screen-Manager 
This central application for controlling the system is a Windows 32-bit application. 
Settings and user data are stored either under "ProgramData" or "%appdata%" during the 
installation, depending on the existence of the directories and the authorizations – The 
path to the main configuration file (screenmanager.ini) can also be passed as a parameter 
at the start of the application. 

• screenmanager.ini = main configuration file. 

• hardware.ini = contains settings to the interfaces, output(s) Viewer settings ( → 
Webviewer, Windows Rendering-Engine EVR). 
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• groups.ini = stores the group allocation of Clients (ClientID), which serves for the 
transmitting content to multiple Clients. 

• clients.ini = stores the Clients (ClientID) and their respective settings. 

The Screen-Manager contains a complete replication of the POV-Client-engine, which 
supports nearly the same configurations and thus can also use TV-Cards etc. for the 
calculation/display of the content. 

This UI (editor) can be used for the management as well as the creation of the content 
and allows to save the events and schedules as an Archive for manual file transfer or per 
TCP connection via the easescreen Transfer Protocol (ETP). 

It is also possible to perform the content creation without an active connection (Archive). 
Before the complete connection build-up to the remote site (MMS/POV-Client/HTML-5-
Client/BrightSign-Server), all transferred credentials are checked. In the case of a 
successful connection, the screen manager synchronizes the data (properties and 
content) of the respective client so that the representation in the Screen-Manager is up-
to-date. 

If, during an uplink, other screen managers change content on the remote site, all screen 
managers will be notified of the change. If, during an uplink, other screen managers 
change content on the remote site, all screen managers will be notified of the change. As 
a rule, the editor then decides to synchronize before starting to edit the then current data. 
Only changes to properties require a new connection setup. 
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easescreen Management Server 
 

The entire management of all POV-Clients can be performed from one or any number of 
Screen-Manager editors without the need of a server. However, starting with a certain 
digital signage network size or with (too) weak internet connections or high data transfer 
rates, the use of an easescreen management server will considerably simplify the 
administration of the digital signage network. In typical networks, the purchase of a 
management server pays off as soon as a dozen POV clients have been managed. In a 
typical easescreen network, a single easescreen management server can easily handle up 
to a thousand clients. From this network size, the need to "cascade" multiple 
management servers can occur. Depending on the planned (network) infrastructure (e.g. 
to increase security or optimal logical structuring), the use of easescreen (sub) 
management servers with little (or more) connected POV clients may make sense. 

As a result of the fact that all easescreen networks always manage without a management 
server, any problems of the server computer or problems with its network connection 
never cause a downtime – the POVs can still be operated and used at any time. 

The use of an easescreen management server offers the following additions and 
advantages: 

• Significantly lower network utilization at the editing stations. 

• Allocation of data transfers (exact limitation of the data streams in Mbit/s). 

• The transfer of the plans and media to the POV clients can be programmed for 
any time. 

• Prioritizing the transfer of content. 

• Central distribution of general content (web pages, XML,...). 

• Additional central management node with the ability to distribute updates, 
upgrades, and configurations. 

• Data replication: The management server brings additional data redundancy, 
which leads to even greater data security. 
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• Facilitate the creation of backups (eg to recover from unwanted / accidental 
changes). 

• The additional network management system monitors all media players in real 
time. 

• Better connection options (e.g. Active Directory). 

• Optimal multi-user and user roles with read and write permissions for specific 
areas. 

• Create your own Hotfolder to exchange content on any number of screens on the 
fly without using the easescreen software. 

• The easescreen Management Server (MMS) is also required to use the following 
easescreen tools and components: 

◦ The distribution of content with a bandwidth management, whereby certain 
times of day and data volumes (allocation of the data stream) are taken into 
account. 

◦ The use of PULL clients (in contrast to PUSH clients, which are always actively 
filled, get the information and data at regular intervals from the MMS). 
Typically, PULL POV clients are deployed in networks that do not have 
permanent network access. For example: The data for on-board passenger-
specific display systems on a ferry can only be updated automatically (by 
radio) if the ship is within range of a WLAN radio station (e.g. at the port of 
landing). 

◦ The use of the easescreen booking tool, which deals with hyperlocalisation 
(distribution of content based on rules, e.g. complex playlist for all portrait 
screens in Liechtenstein and Switzerland, except for those portrait screens 
that are not in German-speaking territories). The booking tool facilitates the 
management of the bookings as well as the hyperlocalisation of the schedule 
content in the Screen-Manager interface. The following is a screenshot of a 
Screen-Manager with integrated booking tool in action (it generates content 
for specific screen types from a geographically limited region): 
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◦ The use of the easescreen Web-Interface allows for the easescreen 
Management-Server, which enables content modification via the web 
browser. 

• Existing History: The database can be used to create logs related to the players 
and editor activities. Of course, all existing data can be meaningfully used for any 
other sort of evaluation or service. To give an example, one of our customers runs 
an IT dashboard that provides a central overview of the state of each existing 
system. The respective data of the easescreen displays are available from the 
easescreen MMS database. 

Any, for the analyses required SQL queries can be performed on the database. When 
purchased (in advance), we can of course also make a possible adjustment to the 
Reporting-Tool. 

To ensure the highest possible data security, (daily) online backups can be performed (e.g. 
via Windows Scheduler or Linux Cronjob). 
 
When it makes sense, data can also be edited manually via default database applications, 
e.g. Microsoft Access. API or OLE are also possible. We recommend the usage of the 
applications in the Additional\DatabaseServer\Utils folder of the easescreen-CD. 
 

Standalone database: leads to increased flexibility 
The easescreen management server requires a database of the Interbase type, which 
however can be located internal or external. Oracle, although also SQL capable, is 
currently not supported. The, by us recommended opensource Firebird-Server runs under 
Windows, Linux and a number of other Unix-like platforms and is located on the 
easescreen-CD. Detailed information can be found on http://www.firebirdsql.org/. There 
is compatibility to the commercial Interbase-Server of CodeGear. Interbase runs under 
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Windows, Linux and Solaris. When chosen for the latter product, the also supplied 
graphical Management Tool IBConsole and their support is of an advantage. 

As mentioned earlier, the media for the Digital Signage System is not stored in the 
database but into a directory tree (folder structure). This ensures increased flexibility of 
the entire system, there the files can also be replaced easily and ad hoc via third party 
means (for example per FTP or internally the hotfolder). 

Configuration-Manager 
As soon as a Management-Server is present, the Configuration-Manager is imperatively 
necessary. The Configuration-Manager serves to set and configure the (already described) 
functions and parameters as well as the maintenance of the Management-Server and the 
POV-Clients. 

Web-Interface 
The easescreen Web-Interface is a Web-Application that can be acquired in addition to 
the MMS. On the Web-Interface playlist can be generated and filled with changeable 
templates. These playlists can subsequently be transmitted via the MMS to the respective 
Sub-Layers of the POV-Clients. 

Per Web-Interface, files can be replaced and texts can be edited, provided these have 
been approved by an Administrator. 

An influence on the layout on the POV screens, the background etc. can not be taken by 
"content managers" (the end users of the web interface) via the web interface. 

The web interface uses its methods in the Booking Tool to distribute content by means of 
an ETP connection to the MMS. That is why this feature (Booking Tool) must be activated 
and activated on the MMS. 

• In principle any browser can be used. 

• The used Operating System of the user has no direct influence on the Web-
Interface application. 

• The used Browser must be JavaScript capable. 

• The settings of the browser define the language of the Web-Interface. 

• Insofar a stronger performance is demanded, we recommend to use a 64-Bit 
Server Operation System on a server computer with at least 6 GB RAM. 

• The server requires 15 MB of free disk space for the installation. In addition, 
sufficient disk space for the media files are required. The FAE respective FPE files 
are saved in the database. The media files included in the FAE files will 
automatically be stored under C:\web_service\Files\DesignMedia. The Media files 
which have been added via the Web-Interface are automatically stored under the 
same DesignMedia directory. Please note that, for these files to be transferred to 
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the POV-Client, they have to be stored in the Mediapool of the MMS. It would be 
the best practice to only create templates when the Screen-Manager is connected 
to the MMS. 

• Generally for the database required disk space per POV-Client is 3 MB (read 3 
MegaBytes per POV-Client). 

• The Web-Interface uses a separate user right system. Meaning, no users or their 
credentials are taken from other easescreen products. Therefore users do not 
need to have the same login credentials. 

Database 
The same information applies for the Web-Interface as for the MMS. 

User Rights System 
In the easescreen network, the authorization system of the purely Bowser-based editor 
locations is completely separate from those of the Windows-based editor, especially 
since these user pages generally target different user groups. This separation restricts any 
possible abuses and also increases security by the fact that in the case of a compromise, 
at most a part of all user accesses would be affected. 

SCREEN-MANAGER 
The user rights system in the Screen-Manager is basically separated into two groups 

• Administrators – These are allowed to change user rights and configurations on a 
MMS with the help of the Configuration-Manager. 

• Users – Members of this group have fewer rights as administrators. Regarding the 
content, users may have different sub-user-rights, which may also differ for each 
POV client / HTML5 client / BrightSign server. 

◦ Sublayers (possible rights): 

▪ none 

▪ read 

▪ read/write 

◦ Mediapools (possible rights): 

▪ none 

▪ read 

▪ read/write 
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These user data are stored encrypted on the POV client / HTML5 client / BrightSign server 
in users.bin. 

The MMS allows rights management to be extended by further functions, so the created 
users can become role users, who can receive any additional logins. 

 

Such logins belonging to role users are only stored and managed by the MMS (database). 
For example, this can prevent users with logins from using them directly to the POV client 
/ HTML5 client / BrightSign server (for FTP / HTTP / ETP). The authentication of such 
logins can be done not only software-internally, but also together with an external 
system. 
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The MMS supports the control of the credentials together with: 

• Windows Active Directory 

• LDAP 

The username will be checked by the MMS and, if valid, will be sent together with the 
password to the other system for confirmation. 

User rights will be tested at the connection establishment between the respective Client-
/Server system, as a result, other data cached in the Screen Manager may be displayed by 
that time – so it is best to save the data in the% appdata% directory. 

By default, the screen manager allows the saving of passwords, but this can be prevented 
permanently per entry in the screenmanager.ini. 

The POV-Client / HTML-5-Client / BrightSign Server can also be initialized with a user-
definable default user. 

 

Web-Interface 
In addition to the normal default user, the Web-Interface also has a configurable fallback 
user with all authorizations! 

To give the newcomers to the Web-Interface a good "guide", the authorization system is 
much finer granulated than in the Windows interface. 

The roles on the Web-Interface can have the following authorizations: 

• Super User – A super user has no restrictions on any rights. 

• Local Administrator – a "Local Admin" can create new users, and can at most, only 
give the same rights which the admin got himself. 

• Manage Designs – entitles a user to add or remove designs. 

• Add/remove content. 

• Edit content. 

• Publish content. 

These rights can additionally be limited to the following additional properties for each  
role: 

• Single POV-Client / HTML5-Client / BrightSign-Server 

• Single Layers/Calendar 

• Mediapools 
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For single Templates, the Design-Administrators have additionally the possibility to limit 
these: 

• Single POV-Client / HTML5-Client / BrightSign-Server 

• Single Layers/Calendar 

• Editable areas 

• Editing of Text: 

◦ Predefined Texts 

◦ Max number of characters/lines 

◦ As RTF or predefined format 

These rights are saved and managed in the database of the Web-Interface. 

Additionally, the available fonts and font sizes are defined in the easescreen_web.ini 

 

Communication 

GENERAL 
For the network communication between the singular components, easescreen uses an 
independent developed protocol which is encrypted per OpenSSL. 

Passwords are transmitted as a one-time valid hash value and are therefore only valid for 
that exact session. 

The ETP protocol does not provide an option to compress data, however in the case of 
media files, the to be transferred data is limited by transmitting the data incrementally. 
With an exception of status information (like error messages), transmissions only occur 
after a manual initiation of synchronization. 

The amount of to be synchronized data packages (protocols, schedules and information) 
are in the two digit Kilobyte area and therefore can generally be neglected in throughput 
calculations. The user specific media files (which increase due to the increasing resolutions 
from a couple MB to multiple Gigabytes) can of course not be neglected! 

Screen-Manager – POV-Client / HTML5-Client / BrightSign-Server 
From the Screen-Manager, a connection is only established when this is manually 
initiated. For this the Port 20000 is used to establish a SSL secured TCP connection to 
the Client; The resolution of the address happens via the DNS stored on the Screen 
Manager PC. 
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User authentication takes place prior to any (further) communication in this tunnel. Only 
when this was successful, the client synchronizes its current settings (INI files) as well as 
information about the media files, schedules and log information (all according to the 
actual user right) to the Screen-Manager. Regarding media data and plans, this behaviour 
can be adjusted. 

 

All data is as well as on the Client as on the Screen-Manager is managed on a file basis. 

The POV-Client allows additional communication for the replacement of media files per 
FTP access or checks each second for any changes in the HOT-Folder. Insofar this service 
is in operation, SMB communication happens via TCP (Port 445) on the OS. 

Screen-Manager – MMS 
The connection between the Screen-Manager and the MMS is established with the exact 
same (ETP) communication protocol, but on an entire different Port. This allows all three 
components to operate on the same device. 
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The MMS service runs an FTP server (TCP Port 18998) which can function as a central 
interface for external applications. It is possible to access the schedules and media files of 
all clients via this FTP. 

Internally the MMS saves all data, with the exception of Media files, into a FireBird 
database. There are two methods to access this database. With an integrated database 
server this can be done directly internally, or per TCP via Port 3050 on an external 
database server. The access to the external database server happens system dependent 
unencrypted. 

MMS – POV-CLIENT / HTML5-CLIENT / BRIGHTSIGN SERVER 
This connection corresponds to that between the Screen-Manager and the Client, with 
the exception that the MMS regularly automatically establishes a connection to check on 
the Client and closes after a transmission. 

 
During the first connection, the connection between the MMS and the Client must be 
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authenticated; Generally, the per Configuration-Manager logged on user is used. This of 
course requires that a user with such credentials is stored onto the POV-Client. When this 
is not the case, the option to "connect as" can be used. 

 

MMS – POV-CLIENT / HTML5-CLIENT – TYPE PULL 
The constantly active MMS allows also the reverse connection establishing PULL-Variant. 

In a PULL-setup, the connection is initiated from the Client, which contacts the server  at 
regular intervals, transmits log files and receives (content-) updates – Where the first 
connection after the start of the Client is random. 

The Client initializes the connection via TCP Port 19000 and changes for every next 
communication on a random Port in the range of 19001 and 19050. 

The MMS accepts such connections solely from as PULL-Client defined devices and only 
when these Clients are registered to the MMS (stored SystemID). 

Due to the fact that the connection of the PULL variant are established at regular 
intervals, certain limitations apply for the editors: For example screenshots can only be 
requested per website of the Client and there are latency issues at play, when for example 
firing ad hoc triggers (Newsticker). 

Web-Interface – MMS 
The Web-Interface can connect to the MMS like a Screen-Manager at Port 19000. This 
connection is set to a trusted environment, because it only takes place in an integrated 
authentication between the systems. 

The Web-Interface allows users to transmit their schedules and media to the MMS 
according to their Web-Interface stored rights. 
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Similar to the MMS, the Web-Interface also uses a database for information 
management. Like the MMS, this can be done internal as well as per external access (TCP 
port 3050). 

The Web-Interface allows secured (HTTPS) as well as unsecured web access. 

MMS – SUB-MMS 
MMS can cascade purely via the ETP protocol. 

 
In such a structure, the parenting server has all the information of the Sub-MMS. Sub-
servers cannot access data which is placed on a hierarchically even or higher level. Access 
is only possible to own sub-servers – the same applies to the users logged in to the 
servers. 

User rights and global Mediapools (purely the information of existence) are synchronized 
to guarantee this structure over all servers. 
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Only the lowest level servers in the hierarchy have the actual connection data to the 
assigned Clients. 

This system allows a reduced traffic of data between for example locations and to a 
limited extend multi-client capability. 

easescreen eSign Resource Management 

STRUCTURE 

The eSign Server serves for the processing and management of all data required to 
display resources (for example which room is used from when till when). The necessary 
data can be entered per included UI (website) or automatically loaded per third party 
system (e.g. Outlook). The data is always manage via a Firebird-database. This can 
optionally be embedded in the system or when necessary to another server. 

All appointments for the resources are delivered respective to the booking and shown as 
preconfigured. Beside the pure event/resource management, inventory and contact data 
can be shown for the respective event. 

 

USER-RIGHTS-SYSTEM 

The web portal of the eSign server contains its own user right system (Roles and Role 
Users). Examples: 

• Administrators – Manages all users/roles and settings. 

• Limit visible resources – Limits (deactivates) the access to resources for roles. 

• Only read access – Can be used to set all visible resources to ReadOnly. 

• .ICS Import – Allows the user to load ICS data. 

• Publishing of Events – The user may change the publishing settings of 
appointments. 

• Allow to only edit own events 
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COMMUNICATION 

All Doorsign systems dock directly to the web interfaces of the eSign server. Via this web 
interface, either XML data (with or without design information) or directly "complete" 
HTML pages are obtained: 

• eInk – XML 

• eSign Touch – XML including additional Design XML 

• WinCE eSign – XML including additional Design XML 

• eSign Android – XML including additional Design XML 

• POV-Client – HTML 

All (these) Clients identify themselves to the eSign Server and announce their type. 

The eInk Server represents a middleware and prepares the data in the form of a picture. 
The respective image file is subsequently (mostly per TCP port 8001) passed on to an 
imagotag-system. 

Interfaces 

SOFTWARE 
The eSign Server has got two import interfaces, one for bookings and one for resources: 

• EWS/MAPI – Exchange from 2007 – These do not cover all available (fillable) 
fields/placeholders. 

• CSV – can also be used for the resources themselves. 

• XML (will be converted per Microsoft XSLT processor to CSV) 
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Through the solution of internal Universal-Import-Interfaces, other customer specific 
libraries can be integrated to maintain the product independently. 

XML interfaces of individual resources as well as boards (summary of multiple resources) 
are available for export. This XML is transmitted for every HTTP-request with the, now 
valid information. Like this various existing systems (e.g. Facility Management) can be 
integrated. 

Resource commands can also be realised as HTTP-Requests. This allows foreign/third-
party devices requests (e.g. Support) or direct bookings to be send to the eSign Server. To 
prevent misuse, these requests can be validated on the eSign Server against a (for the lack 
of an industry standard), often customer specific authentication library. 

For the login via the Web UI the following software interfaces are prepared 

• LDAP 

• Active Directory 

• SSO (single sign on) – per XHeader procedure. 

Hosting 
We provide (Internet-) hosting services for all of our server products (MMS, MMS-Web-
Interface and eSign-Server). On request this includes the configuration (especially the 
adaptation of the respective INI files). 

The hardware infrastructure lies in a highly available German data centre. In any case, each 
Project is assigned to its own VM. The maintenance and care is usually done by us. This 
includes the import of updates, 7-day and monthly backups and continuous availability 
monitoring. The service can be reached via an own host name or under our customer 
domain, for example under cu12345.easescreen.com. 

System requirements 
With a few exceptions, all easescreen applications and services presuppose a Windows PC 
with an x86 chipset CPU (32/64 Bit). All programs are trimmed for optimum utilization of 
resources. 

Operation System 

(Microsoft license conditions 
demand for servers a server 
operating system. 

• Microsoft Windows XP 

• Microsoft Windows Vista 

• Microsoft Windows 7 (recommended) 
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• Microsoft Windows 8/8.1 

• Microsoft Windows 10 (as LTSB or IoT) 

• Microsoft Windows Server 2003 bis 2016 

 

For all, tuned IoT or embedded variants are to be 
preferred. 

CPU-Type At least Intel Pentium Atom or AMD Athlon 
(Passmark 8.0 with a minimum of 1000 points – 
recommended is >2000 points). 

Memory On 32Bit Systems 

• at least 1GB (3GB recommended) 

On 64Bit Systems 

• at least 2GB (4GB recommended) 

Display resolution 800x600 (1024x768 or higher is recommended) 

Graphics card (not required for 
servers) 

DirectX® 9.0c capable graphics card with at least 
128MB RAM (Passmark 8.0 minimum 150 points – 
recommended >400 points) → see video 
decoder. 

Disk space 500MB Free disk space (recommended 60GB) 

Network The TCP/IP-Protocol must be used 

Video decoder (not required for 
servers) 

A content-matched hardware video decoder value 
(Intel QuickSync, DXVA 2,…) → these are in the 
graphics card. 

 

Under certain circumstances additional applications required by the content have 
different requirements than easescreen itself. Such applications can be, for example: 

• FireBird Datenbank Server 
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• Apple QuickTime 

• Adobe Flash ActiveX 

• Microsoft PowerpointViewer 

• LAV – Videocodecs 

Certain circumstances on the POV-Client (depending on the content and the resolution 
of the output) may be much more demanding than those covered by the minimum 
requirements. 

 

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION FOR EASESCREEN POV-CLIENT PC‘S 

 

Performance class Entry-system 
(Silver) 

Middle-class (Gold) High-End (Platin) 

Maximum resolution Up to 1x 1920x1080 @ 
60FPS 

1x1920x1080, oder bis zu 
2x1366x768 @ 60 FPS 

2x1920x1200, up to 
6x1920x1080 @ 60 FPS; 
(with AMD RADEON 
E6760/FireProW600/RADE
ON HD 7750 EyeFinity6); 
taking into account systemic 
limitations 

Video files 1080p @ 60 FPS Up to 3x 1080p @60 FPS Up to 4x 1080p @ 60 FPS or 
4k @ 60 FPS 

Presentation    

Ticker    

Display areas <5 Areas <20 Areas <35 Areas 

CPU • Intel Atom 
“Cherry Trail“ x5-
Z8XXX 

• Intel Celeron 
J1900 

• Intel Pentium 
N3710 

• AMD E350 

• Intel i3/i5-6XXX 

• AMD A6-/A8-
7XXX APU 

• Intel i5/i7-6XXX 

• Intel Xeon E3 

• AMD A10-78XX 
APU 

• AMD A12 APU 

• AMD Ryzen 5 
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• AMD QC5000 

• AMD A4 APU 

RAM 2GB (Dual Channel Setup 
recommended) 

4GB (Dual Channel Setup 
recommended) 

4GB (Dual Channel Setup 
recommended) 

Disk space 32GB 60GB 120GB 

Integrated graphics 
card 

• Intel HD Graphics 

• AMD Radeon HD 
6310 

• AMD Radeon HD 
8330 

• Intel GMA is not 
supported 

• Intel HD Graphics 
510 

• AMD Radeon R5 

• AMD Radeon R7 

• Intel HD Graphics 
630 

• AMD R7 

Dedicated graphics 
card 

• GeForce 405 

• AMD Radeon HD 
5450, 6350, 
7450, 8350 

• GeForce GT 1030 

• nVidia NVS510 

• Matrox C420 

• AMD Radeon 
R5/R7 

• AMD Radeon 
RX550 

• AMD HD 7750 

• FirePro W600 

• AMD Radeon R7 

• GeForce GTX 
1050 

• nVidia Quadro 
PXXXX 

• nVidia NVS810 

• Matrox C680 

Passmark 8 Points 
CPU/GPU 3D 

1000/150 2000/750 5000/2000 

Videowall/Mosaic Single Large Surface (SLS) graphics cards required – AMD EyeFinity, nVidia, Matrox GXM 

CODECS 

Because of the sheer data size, digital videos are being compressed with of codecs and 

Digital videos are compressed to reduce their large file size and during the presentation 
the videos are decoded in real-time (unpacked), to get the frame and audio information 
again. 

For an uncompressed FullHD image (2MegaPixel) the amount of data is 8MB, calculating 
8MB up to 60FPS results in 480MB per second. When increasing the resolution to 4k it 
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results in 2.1GB per second – For comparison, the current standard for the connection of 
hard drives SATA3 is specified for 600MB per second. 

Since there are default formats for this process, the hardware can process it very fast and 
with little performance. The respective hardware, responsible for decoding is located on 
the GPU of the graphics card. 

Block diagram Intel HD Graphics (Ivy Bridge) GPU 

© Intel 

These codecs are addressed from the Windows operating system via DirectShow Filter 
and either via the DXVA2 standard or via a special interface in the graphics driver – with 
Intel z. e.g. QuickSync. 

In addition to the hardware decoding, there is also the option of mapping this into a 
software decoder which is executed in the CPU. Due to the high data volumes and 
complexity of current codecs (such as the H.265) hardware decoding is always preferable! 

Please note that file extensions of the media files only give limited information about the 
video / audio codecs finally embedded in the container! 
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EASESCREEN POV-CLIENT VIDEO-RENDERING 

easescreen uses the Windows Graphic API DirectX and the DirectShow feature set for 
video playback. Only the video is transferred to DirectX and asked for playback, in this 
case only very limited settings can be made on the filters or preferences before the codec 
are passed. DirectX returns the decoded / unpacked video stream with the Enhanced 
Video Renderer or the Video Media Renderer, which is then further processed by 
easescreen in DirectX (e.g. transparency, transition effect). 

 

 

The video decoder onto which the video filter (hardware/software) accesses, must be set 
manually. In the case of the LAV Filter, it looks as follows: 
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Security 

RISKS 
Big risks can be reduced by simple means. Two very important steps in this regard are, to 
remove all pre-configured passwords from the system after completing the setup and to 
remove/disable any unneeded (unused) system components. 

In easescreen there are preconfigured user data in the following places: 

• POV-Client / HTML5-Client / BrightSign Server 

◦ FELDTECH/FELDTECH 

• MMS 

◦ FELDTECH/FELDTECH 

• Firebird Database Server 

◦ SYSDBA/masterkey 

• Web Interface 

◦ FELDTECH/FELDTECH 

• eSign Server 

◦ FELDTECH/FELDTECH 

The in easescreen used OpenSSL certificates are "only" signed by us and are not stored in 
a "secure certificate storage". 

With the exception of user data and licenses, no other (content) data is encrypted or 
hashed to the host systems; therefore in the case of compromise of the host system, no 
integrity check of the data can be guaranteed. Due to the fact that in case of such a 
compromise generally more critical systems are open already in the first place, this risk in 
terms of higher performance and a more comfortable operation of the system is 
accepted. 

RECOMMENDATION 
• Always put emphasis on password security – even if Active Directory is used. For 

systems with high security requirements, we recommend 14-digit (or longer) 
passwords, of which not all letters. 

• Speaking of AD: The easescreen Management Server can authenticate against 
LDAP (set up in the [LDAP] section in the initialization file 
C:\mms\easescreen_mms_service.ini). This approach leads to an increased IT 
security when utilized by all schedule editors. 
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• Seal of your network. Many risks will be minimized by only allowing the necessary 
services and ports which are required for the operation of the easescreen network. 

• All of the employed ports in easescreen can be modified. From an IT-Security 
point of view this makes sense, as it at least wards off simple automated attacking 
programs which target certain services at known default Ports and moreover, 
increases the effort to be made by an "intelligent" attacker in order to possibly 
achieve the desired success. 

• As illustrated earlier, the internal communication in easescreen is based on a 
proprietary protocol with transmission security TSL/SSL (implemented under the 
use of OpenSLL and embedded certificates). 

• Keep all Software at an up-to-date state – this also counts for easescreen 
products! 

• Use separated DMZ networks cleverly. It is definitely advisable to additionally 
secure all machines with Internet connectivity (such as POV clients that display 
Internet content) with a firewall. 

• The physical separation of MMS and Web-Interface (also within a DMZ) makes 
sense. 

• The MMS can be cascaded. This feature can be used to implement the security of 
a DMZ for external Screen-Managers as well. 

• When used, activate the HTTPS on the Web-Interface, HTML5-Client and eSign-
Server. 

• Position all those devices that, due to their functionality, require direct 
communication with the Internet (e.g. POV clients with Internet PULL media, e.g., 
which display the web pages and only from this (foreign) network Firewalls or 
other protective mechanisms (e.g. proxies) are separated) in so-called 
"demilitarized zones" (DMZ). If necessary, pay attention to a meaningful 
subdivision of the devices into different sub areas of the DMZ (each with its own 
IP address ranges) in order to increase overall security by "isolating" the system 
from the (inter) network. Use another firewall for isolation, but from a different 
manufacturer, so that they do not both have the same compromising leak. 

• Think about the use of a Virtual Private Network. A VPN does not protect from 
threats from the inside (which are known to be the most common security issues), 
it does increase further protection for certain outside threats and offers more 
benefits such as clarity and simplified maintenance. Data inside this in-house 
encrypted tunnel can usually not be spied upon by strangers. Mobile editor 
workstations can also participate in this logical private network at any time. In 
larger companies/organizations is often already a "VPN infrastructure" available, 
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which can be used (as well). When used properly, authentication of VPN 
endpoints can be guaranteed – another security benefit. 

• Although VLANs (Virtual LAN) are also not immune from all threats from the 
inside, nevertheless, seriously consider using Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs) 
for switchport or/and MAC address mapping as well as the even more secure IEEE 
802.1X method. Only a VLAN via pure switchport assignment provides, provided 
that the lines, switches, patch panels and network outlets are closed or 
"inaccessible", increased IT security. In addition, meaningfully constructed 
"pseudo-physical" logical network separations can offer further advantages such 
as clarity and flexibility, be it during later expansion, reorganization (e.g. relocation 
of a POV client) or simply data prioritization. An example of a VLAN that can 
increase IT security as part of easescreen networks: An independent virtual LAN in 
which only those computers come that are intended to communicate with the 
easescreen Management Server. The user (groups) can again be located in 
individual VLANs. 

• Aside from using VLANs for network separation, there should also be physical 
securities to the network end points to prevent accessible network points, from 
becoming entry points into the secured network – Port security. 

• Keep the operating systems up-to-date and free of unnecessary services and 
applications, as these always offer additional points of attack. Example: The 
spread of the malicious program WannaCry is based on a vulnerability in the SMB 
protocol. Networks that do not provide SMB protocol (SMB and file sharing 
completely disabled), are usually spared from this ransomware. 

• Block/Lock unnecessary physical interfaces on PCs by deactivating these in the 
BIOS or directly (for example with an USB-Port-Blocker). 

• The installation of the POV-Client Software must be performed with the 
Windows Administrator Rights. However these Admin rights are not required for 
every day use, only the read and write rights of the installation directory (default 
C:\FeldTech). So please use a simple (restricted) Windows user for daily 
easescreen POV client operation. 

• For critical environments there is the (sensible) option to operate POV-Clients a 
Windows Embedded environment with an Enhanced Write Filter (EWF). Which, 
with each daily reboot, starts in a "fresh" operating system, but works  with the 
permanently stored easescreen files. 

• To prevent the viewer from performing possible mischief with the default 
easescreen hotkeys like CTRL+ALT+Q…, the easescreen Attention-Shortcut can be 
activated. When an Attention-Shortcut has been defined, the POV-Client PC 
ignores hotkeys as long as these are not pressed within 5 seconds of pressing the 
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defined Attention-Shortcut key combination. The desired Attention-Shortcut is 
set with the line AttentionShortcut=KeyCombination in the povclient.ini. 

• The active easescreen POV-Client Software suppresses the use of Windows 
hotkeys (like the classic Alt+Tab, Alt+F4, etc…) very successfully. Due to technical 
reasons, the Windows key combination CTRL+ALT+DELETE cannot be 
suppressed. However, invoking the Taskmanager with this key combination can be 
suppressed via registry settings. 

• Also consider the possibility to define a custom Default Windows Shell, used to 
only launch easescreen (but not Windows Explorer and other related options)! 

• The POV-Client offers its own Website (for maintenance and interactivity). Insofar 
this is not being used/applied, this should be turned off. When it is being used, the 
type of access should be set prior to taking the POV into use. The relevant settings 
are in the section [Server] of the C:\FeldTech\povclient.ini. From a security point 
of view, it is sensible to set the value HTTPOnlyAuthenticated=1, which means 
that anyone who wants to operate on the POV-Client via the web page, must first 
log on with a valid ID. 

• Similar considerations apply to the FTP (MediaPool) server. Again, this should, 
when it is not used, be turned off in the povclient.ini. As for all offered services, 
unneeded access paths (to the appropriate network components, such as routers 
and firewalls) are of course to be prevented, for example Internet access, provided 
that all (required) work computers are on the intranet. 

• Do not forget to change all (perhaps) available default Passwords into secure 
passwords. Please do not overlook for example the devices delivered by 
easescreen, for they contain per default UltraVNC (with a default password) for 
maintenance use. 

• Think about protecting/limiting displays, so that viewer cannot modify these. Most 
monitors off infrared interfaces, which should definitely not be addressed, else it 
is easy for third parties to (for example) turn of the display, additionally all other 
functionality buttons (such as lighter/darker/etc...) should be switched off. 

Support 

STRUCTURE – GUIDELINES 
In our support, we rely on short ways and constant contact in which we take our 
distribution chain and our obligation and bring them through an appropriate training 
program on a high level of information and quality standards. 
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We place customer satisfaction above easing the workload of our support team. That 
means we reject nobody but we try to help every customer/integrator/distributor to the 
best of our knowledge. 

STRUCTURE 
Our Software Support is divided in a three tiered model, which is supported by self-
service possibilities. 

• 1st Level: Technical certified integrator 
 
Obligations: 

◦ Direct contact with the customers. 

◦ Examine for plausibility. 

◦ Gathering and examining of all logs (Bugreport, Debuglog, Windows...) . 

◦ Narrow down the cause of the problem based on documents (Educations, 
FAQs, Manuals). 

◦ Insofar it regards a problem to which a solution has already been 
documented: Try out the listed solutions and document success as well as 
failures. 

◦ Insofar no satisfying solution can be found: pass on all logs, screenshots, 
findings,… properly documented to the 2nd level Support 

 

• 2nd Level: Fully certified distributor 
 
Obligations: 

◦ Examine, reproduce and improve the tasks of the first level support. 

◦ Create a reproducible case of the problem. 

◦ Exclude hardware problems. 

◦ Test in the actual software release. 

◦ Documentation of all processed tests and logs. 

◦ In the case of (suspected) bugs in the easescreen software or when none of 
the approaches led to a viable solutions: Pass on the 
chronology/documentation and all remaining necessary information (logs, 
schedules,…) to the 3rd level support. 
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• 3rd Level: easescreen Support 
 
Obligations: 

◦ Resolving the errors/bugs in the easescreen application(s) within the scope of 
the statutory warranty or due to any SLAs. 

◦ Creation of FAQs. 

◦ Improvement of the documentation. 

SYSTEM 
We use a ticket system for our support cases, which can be reached via 
support@easescreen.com and license@feldtech.com. The ticket system automatically 
replies within half an hour with a respective Ticket ID in the following format [ETKT: 
C7xxxxx]. 

For all questions regarding Tickets we of course require the respective ticket number. 

This ticket system logs calls, emails, documents and customer data. The simplified 
traceability and the offered collaboration options (e.g. simultaneous work of a hardware 
and a software specialist on a ticket) often shorten the effort and the time required to 
solve a problem. 

In addition we also use this system for monitoring evaluation hardware and hardware 
RMA (Return Merchandise Authorization). 

REPORTING 
The reporting of BUGs, licensing errors or RMAs must always happen per email to the 
ticket system. For a swift resolution, this report should always contain all (possible) 
relevant informations (logs, serials, product keys, all made changes, etc.). 

Only in exceptional cases, that is, if at least a corresponding contract for urgent assistance 
is available, we accept the inclusion of a ticket without preceding e-mail to 
support@easescreen.com. However, we note that experience has taught us that with the 
more complex issues, cases that are well-documented per e-mail can be resolved faster 
and more satisfactorily than by telephone. 

 

EXECUTION 
RMA 

The RMA process – briefly outlined in the possible individual steps: 

• Ticket Report: must contain at least the serial number of the device and a 
reproducible error description. 
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• Insofar we (based on the received error description) cannot undoubtedly assume 
a hardware defect, we ask to perform certain tests or to send additional 
informations. 

• When all of our questions have been answered and we can assume a hardware 
defect, the customer receives an RMA number with the (official) permission, to 
send the device to us. In certain cases we also offer different solutions, for 
example the delivery of a spare part (if the customer can easily exchange this 
themselves). 

• The customer saves the data from his device and logs all necessary (special) 
settings (for example a fixed IP address). 

• The customer takes care that the defective device comes to the manufacturer. 

• The acceptance of the package and checking the integrity of the packaging at the 
manufacturer including a short registration of the delivery in the ticket system. 

• Error diagnose of the device including logging into the ticket system. 

• Insofar there is no (more) warranty: the customer can receive an offer (a cost 
proposal) for repair/improvement. 

• In case of warranty or after commissioning (written order!) by the customer, an 
exchange, or repair is made. 

• Appropriate tests (occasionally also duration tests) will be performed 

• The device will be packed up and returned! 

Self-Help 
easescreen offers on the homepage a very extensive collection of frequently asked 
questions, which is constantly expanding. In addition to these more specific topics, there 
is also support for the general implementation of everyday tasks (updates, interactive 
control), specified "HowTo" manuals, which lead stepwise through the topic (for example 
Installation). 

In this support area we also publish cases of newly discovered vulnerabilities and the 
corresponding measures. 

Depending on the customer status, software updates are either distributed by the 
responsible distributor to his customers or (together with the development changelogs) 
can be accessed at any time directly via the license portal. 

License portal 
For the customers with software assurance and distributors, the license portal accessible 
under https://license.easescreen.com, offers the possibility to independently manage 
Product-Keys and versions. This allows for a fast reaction in the case of new releases. 
Even after (already) expired Software Assurance, access is (still) retained and all major 
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releases released till the SA expiration date can still be downloaded. Minor and service 
releases can be obtained at any time (regardless of the SA status). 

Please note: We can only enter in this portal the customer data announced to us with the 
order/purchase! 

For technical reasons, in the case of a new major release, you must first create a new 
product key for the new main software version in the Web Support Portal before you can 
see the corresponding downloads and release notes. 


